Protecting your world, one tank at a time®

ALUMINATOR® 1000
INTERNAL FLOATING ROOF
HMT’s Aluminator® 1000 internal
floating roof was developed in 1992 in
response to market demand for a high
quality, high strength aluminum skin and
pontoon roof that can readily
accommodate a mechanical shoe seal and
not be subject to the failure modes that
plague conventional lightweight designs.
The design of the HMT Aluminator® 1000
was conceived and developed under the
guidelines of API 650 Appendix H.
For a strong aluminum skin and pontoon
internal floating roof that will stand the test
of time even under heavy operating cycles,
choose the Aluminator® 1000.

Key benefits:
The HMT Aluminator® 1000 is the
strongest skin and pontoon IFR on the market.
The unique structural design is unmatched.
Handles turbulence / operating loads with
ease — Sigma Strut® girder for excellent torsional strength and excellent bending
resistance, which means minimal deflection
and likely no risk of permanent deformation;
bidirectional girders means no dead-load or
live-load stresses on pontoons
Excellent performance under heavy
operating cycles — unique connection
systems that transfers all landing/suspension
loads to the girders, not to the pontoons
Heavy rim channel accommodates any seal
system — extruded rim channel for extra
strength can support a primary mechanical
shoe seal and secondary seal without any
modifications
Easy, fast installation — components easily
carried through manways; no welding required

Key design features:
• Bidirectional Sigma Strut® girder system
creates exceptional strength
• Extruded bolting slots eliminate penetrations
into vapor space
• Extruded rim channel for additional
structural support
• 0.025” deck sheeting is 25% heavier than
required by API 650
• 10” diameter pontoons equipped with fullythreaded test port for vapor testing
• Pontoons attached to girders using saddles
and straps; no landing stresses on welds
• Works with either leg-supported or
suspended systems
• Leg supports connect to the girder structure
instead of the pontoons allowing for
repeated flexing without the potential for
pontoon end cap failure

www.hmttank.com

THE HMT ALUMINATOR® 1000 DESIGN
HMT’s Aluminator® 1000 eliminates traditional problems with skin and pontoon IFRs like broken leg gussets, legs ripped through deck sheeting, cracks in welds
of pontoon end caps, hydrocarbon vapor
leakage through deck bolting and many other
common AIFR problems. Here’s why:

1. SIGMA STRUTTM girder system
The HMT Sigma Strut® deck support system
allows for complete support of the roof
independent of the pontoons. The Sigma Strut®
girders are capable of safely supporting twice the
design point load required by API-650 prior to
considering the additional strength provided by the
completed structure. In addition, the Sigma Strut®
girders are designed with continuous threaded bolting slots. These bolting slots prevent vapors from
escaping through the bolt holes and allow easier
attachment of the leg assemblies,
pontoon saddles and cross girders. They also
provide more thread engagement area than
conventional designs.

2. Rim channel design
The Aluminator® 1000 rim channel is extruded, not
fabricated, providing additional structural
support to the roof. The rim channel is designed
with the strength to support both a primary
mechanical shoe and secondary seal without the
need for additional modifications.

3. Leg Support connection
The leg supports connect to
the girder structure instead
of the pontoons, allowing
for repeated flexing without
the potential for pontoon
end cap failure.

4. Deck sheeting
Deck sheeting is 0.025” nominal thickness which is
25% heavier than the minimum required by standards.

5. Pontoon connection
Standard 10 inch
pontoons are attached
to the roof using
extruded pontoon
saddles and straps.
Pontoons are
not structural
components; they do not contain gussets and are
not interconnected.
Additionally, each pontoon is equipped with fully
threaded test port for vapor testing.

6. Suspension capabilities
The Aluminator® 1000 can be suspended from the
tank’s fixed roof, including cone roof tanks and
geodesic dome roofs. This option allows AIFR height
adjustments to be completed from the outside
of the tank. With no leg structure under the roof,
cleaning inspection and repairs to the tank bottom
are simplified.

7. Alterations available for product
compatibility
The Aluminator® 1000 can be altered to a hybrid
stainless steel / aluminum design when the stored
product is not completely compatible with
aluminum alloy.

8. Supports mechanical shoe
seal and secondary seal without
additional modifications
The Aluminator® 1000 is easily fitted with a
mechanical shoe seal utilizing a laminated Teflon®
vapor barrier fabric. This provides a compatible seal
system to the many products and additives stored in
floating roof tanks.

9. Easy, fast installation
The Aluminator® 1000 is completely constructed
without welding and can fit through a 24 inch manway, allowing for much faster installation and quicker
tank turnaround.

ABOUT HMT
HMT is the global leader in aboveground storage tank solutions, providing solutions to reduce emissions,
optimize tank capacity, reduce stranded inventory and engineer a tank system that exceeds safety standards
and extends maintenance intervals.
HMT’s full suite of tank products includes: Internal/External Seal Systems - Internal/External Floating Roofs Drain and Floating Suction Systems - Aluminum Domes - Emissions Reduction Devices.
HMT’s quality services include: Tank Repair & Maintenance - Floating Roof & Seal Repair/Replacement Installation Services - Fabrication Services - Project Management/Turnkey - Inspection, Calibration, Verticality &
Roundness Studies - New Tank Construction - Painting, Coating & Lining - Engineering Services.
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